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Robust MAC-Lite and Soft Header Recovery for

Packetized Multimedia Transmission
Cédric Marin, Yann Leprovost, Michel Kieffer Senior Member, IEEE,

and Pierre Duhamel Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents an enhanced permeable layer
mechanism useful for highly robust packetized multimedia trans-
mission. Packet header recovery at various protocol layers using
MAP estimation is the cornerstone of the proposed solution. The
inherently available intra-layer and inter-layer header correlation
proves to be very effective in selecting a reduced set of possible
header configurations for further processing. The best candidate
is then obtained through soft decoding of CRC protected data
and CRC redundancy information itself. Simulation results for
WiFi transmission using DBPSK modulated signals over AWGN
channels show a substantial (4 to 12 dB) link budget improvement
over classical hard decision procedures. We also introduce a
sub-optimal and hardware realizable version of the proposed
algorithm.

Index Terms—Codes, Communication systems, Decoding, MAP
estimation, Protocols

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to bandwidth constraints, efficient transmission of

multimedia contents requires the use of some source

coding scheme [1]. Nevertheless, compressed data are very

sensitive to transmission errors. A single corrupted bit may

lead to a loss of a large amount of multimedia data at

the receiver. Consequently, the bitstream entering the source

decoder has to be almost error-free.

This constraint is hardly satisfied when considering trans-

mission over wireless channels. The data stream at receiver

side may be heavily corrupted and not directly usable by the

source decoder. A first solution to this problem consists in

grouping data into packets protected by an error-detection code

(CRC or checksum) [2], [3]. Packets, which have not been

correctly received, are identified and can then be retransmitted.

However, retransmissions may become difficult in scenarii

with strong delay constraints, e.g., for visiophony or may even

become impossible when broadcasting data, e.g., in satellite

television.

In such situations, the standard solutions make use of very

strong error-correcting codes (e.g., turbo-codes, LDPC) at

Physical (PHY) layer possibly combined with packet-erasure

codes at intermediate protocol layers [4]. The redundancy

introduced by these codes may however be oversized when

the channel is good, reducing the bandwidth allocated for the

data. In bad channel conditions, some corrupted packets still

cannot be recovered and are assumed lost. Error-concealment
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techniques [5], [6] may then be used by the source decoders

at Application (APL) layer. They exploit the redundancy

(temporal and/or spatial) found in the multimedia data for

reconstructing some information in place of the missing one.

In the recent years, Joint Source-Channel Decoding (JSCD)

techniques have been proposed to correct damaged packets,

see [7]. These methods involve robust source decoders, which

exploit the inherent redundancy in the received packets for

correcting errors. Several sources of redundancy have been

identified. Constraints in the syntax of variable-length source

codes [8]–[10] have been used first. Redundancy due to the

semantic of the source coders [11], [12] improve significantly

the performance of robust decoders. Further redundancy due

to the packetization of compressed data has been used in [13].

Altogether, the various redundancies can attain an unexpected

amount. Furthermore, redundancy introduced by channel codes

at physical layer can also be used in combination with residual

redundancy to build iterative decoders as in [14]. These

joint decoding schemes provide improved performance when

compared to classical schemes, and could be of great use

in many applications. However, they are not compliant with

the standard protocol stacks in several ways: (i) they require

exchange of soft information (e.g., likelihood ratios) between

the channel decoder at PHY layer and the robust source

decoder at APL layer, (ii) they are not compatible with the

use of acknowledgment procedures: a packet received in error

needs not be retransmitted unless the robust receiver cannot

recover the error, (iii) the headers of packets at a given layer

must absolutely be available without error since they contain

information necessary for driving the layer in question (at the

receiver).

Problem (i) above can be circumvented in some circum-

stances: a mobile receiver contains all the layers and can

choose to forward soft values between layers. This paper

assumes that it is the case. The main compatibility problem

seems to be the third one: standard protocol stacks do not even

allow damaged packets to reach the APL layer, the main reason

being that the errors may impact some essential information

contained in the headers, which is necessary even for the

robust APL decoders.

This paper proposes some tools allowing to receive the

various headers with an inherent robustness (even more than

the robustness brought by JSCD to the payload) by using

tools widely used in JSCD, and applied here to the whole

protocol layers. More headers are thus correctly interpreted

at each layer, increasing the number of packets reaching

the APL layer. We show that robustness of the header is
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much higher than that of the corresponding payload, which

is a prerequisite for implementing a fully permeable protocol

layer mechanism [15]. The transparent network architecture

presented in [16], [17] gives some insights on the way to

transmit soft information between protocol layers.

The paper is organized as follows. After introducing the

improved permeable layer mechanism in Section II, Section III

derives the header recovery technique. Reduction of complex-

ity is presented in Section IV. As an example, the design of

the proposed mechanisms for PHY and MAC layers of WiFi

is detailed in Section V. Finally, simulations are presented in

Section VI.

II. ENHANCED PERMEABLE LAYER MECHANISM

Packetized multimedia transmission is usually based on an

RTP/UDP/IP protocol stack [3]. Fig. 1 illustrates an example

of segmentation and encapsulation mechanisms implemented

at each protocol layer in case of a multimedia packet trans-

mission with the 802.11 standard (WiFi) [18]. Error detection

mechanisms implemented at each layer are detailed below.

Transmission Channel

MAC Payload2H-MAC2MAC Payload1H-MAC1

RTP PayloadH-RTP

APL Payload

PHY Payload1H-PHY1Preamble PHY Payload2H-PHY2Preamble

IP PayloadH-IP

UDP PayloadH-UDP

CRC Checksum

H-APL

Fig. 1. Protocol stack for multimedia transmission over WiFi

At PHY layer, a known preamble allows the detection

of the beginning of each PHY packet. A CRC protects the

header fields (the preamble and the payload are not protected).

Received packets with damaged headers are discarded. At

MAC layer, a CRC protects the corresponding header and

payload. When an error occurs, the packet is retransmitted.

At IPv4 layer, the header fields are protected by a checksum.

Received packets with damaged headers are discarded. At

UDP layer, a checksum protects the header and the payload.

When an error occurs, the packet is discarded. We assume in

this paper that packet fragmentation only occurs at MAC layer,

which is a reasonable assumption for a wireless transmission.

The error-detection mechanisms provided by CRCs and

checksums, combined with the retransmission mechanism at

MAC layer, allow APL layer to receive only error-free packets.

The price to be paid is a reduced throughput due to MAC level

retransmissions which increase when the channel conditions

worsen, or frequent use of error concealment when errors are

detected at IPv4 or UDP layers (generally due to time-out

constraint: the limit on the number of retransmissions at MAC

level has been reached).

JSCD methods allow many errors to be corrected at APL

layer based on soft information provided by lower protocol

layers. The recently introduced UDP-Lite [19] mechanism,

combined with lower permeable protocol layers [15]–[17],

allow damaged APL packets to be fed to the APL layer.

With UDP-Lite, a checksum protects a limited number of

bytes (generally including the UDP-Lite, RTP, and APL header

fields). Thus, packets with erroneous headers are still dis-

carded. Considering the order of magnitude of the length of

the packets and that of the various headers in actual wireless

communications when tuned for difficult situations [20], this

may happen more than expected. The bottleneck of such

permeable transmission schemes is the fact that packets are

discarded due to erroneous headers.

This paper proposes a method for recovering headers based

on the various sources of redundancy in the protocol stack,

thus increasing the amount of packets that can be used for

robust decoding at APL layer. As a result, the efficiency of

the decoding at APL layer is improved in all the cases : (i)

when retransmissions are allowed, only packets that were not

corrected at APL layer are retransmitted, decreasing the num-

ber of retransmitted packets, (ii) when higher layer redundancy

has been introduced to circumvent the problem (e.g., the so-

called MPE-FEC of the MAC layer in DVB-H), our strategy at

least allows to reduce the amount of redundancy, and finally,

(iii) when no retransmission is allowed, it improves the quality

of the multimedia content, because error concealment is used

less frequently.

The proposed header recovery technique detailed in the

next section involves two main ideas. First, intra-layer and

inter-layer redundancy is present in the protocol stack. This

redundancy has been exploited in the RObust Header Com-

pression (ROHC) mechanism [21], at upper protocol layers,

by replacing the headers introduced by the RTP, UDP, and IP

layers by a compressed version. Here, the redundancy present

at all protocol layers is used to build some a priori information

on the erroneous headers, improving their estimation. Second,

CRCs and checksums are used as error-correcting codes, as

proposed in [22] and [23].

Figure 2 illustrates the principle of the proposed decoding

technique to build a permeable layer L. Assume that soft

information associated to the payload of the n-th packet has

been transmitted by layer L − 1 to layer L. Assume also

that the headers of the n − 1-th packet at layers L − 1, L,

and L + 1 and the header of the n-th packet at layer L − 1
are available. The payload of the n-th packet at layer L − 1
contains the header, the payload, and the CRC related to layer

L. At layer L, the header recovery block combines the soft

information provided by layer L−1, the properties of the CRC

(or the checksum), and the a priori information obtained by

additional sources of redundancy (corresponding to the intra-

layer and inter-layer redundancy) in order to recover the header

of layer L. The processing details of the header recovery

are discussed in Section III. Intra-layer and inter-layer redun-

dancy is determined by a careful examination of the network

protocols and is mainly due to the correlations between the
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Payload
n

L�1
(Soft Info)

Header Recovery
of Layer L

Layer -1L

Layer L

Payload (soft info)
n

L

Layer +1L

Packet 1n � Packet n

Header
n�1

L�1

Header
n

L

(soft info)
CRC

n

L

(soft info)

Header
n�1

L

Header
n�1

L+1

Header
n

L�1

Estimated
Header

n

L

Payload (soft info)
n

L

Payload (soft info)
n

L+1Header
n

L+1

(soft info)
CRC

n

L+1

(soft info)

Fig. 2. Proposed permeable layer mechanism; the header at Layer L is
estimated from soft information provided by Layer L − 1 and other side
information (dashed arrows); the estimated header allows then to more reliably
forward the payload of Layer L to Layer L+ 1

various headers. The a priori information exchange due to

this type of redundancy is represented in Figure 2 by dotted

lines. Finally, layer L uses the decoded header to drive the soft

information associated to the payload from layer L to layer

L+1. Repeating this operation in other protocol layers makes

it possible to get a complete permeable protocol stack.

This paper focuses on the PHY and MAC layers of WiFi, as

generic examples. Nevertheless, the proposed permeable layer

mechanism may be applied to any protocol layer.

III. MAP ESTIMATOR FOR ROBUST HEADER RECOVERY

In the sequel, ℓ(z) denotes the size of vector z.

As a general situation, at a given layer L, the n-th incoming

packet may include three items: a header, a payload, and

a CRC. Information protected by the CRC cLn may have

various properties, as far as the corresponding redundancy is

concerned.

∙ The constant fields, represented by the vector kL
n , are

assumed to be known.

∙ The predictable fields are embedded in the vector pL
n .

In contrast with the known fields, the predictable fields

are estimated by exploiting the intra-layer and inter-

layer redundancy represented by RL
n , which will be

defined formally in what follows. They are predicted

from information contained in the previously received

packets. The predictable fields are assumed to be entirely

determined if the previous packets have been correctly

received.

∙ The important unknown fields are collected in the vector

uL
n . These parameters are either completely unknown or

limited to a configuration set ΩL
u (k

L
n ,p

L
n , R

L
n) the content

of which is determined by the values of kL
n , pL

n , and RL
n .

This set contains the actual information on the data that

the receiver must estimate.

∙ Finally, the vector oL
n contains the other fields covered

by the CRC. This last part contains unknown data, which

are not required for the processing of the packet at layer

L, but may be important at layer L+ 1.

RL
n contains all the header information of the n−1-st packet

(at layers L− 1, L, and L+ 1) and that of the n-th packet at

layer L− 1

RL
n =

{
kL−1
n−1 ,k

L
n−1,k

L+1
n−1 ,k

L−1
n ,pL−1

n−1 ,p
L
n−1,p

L+1
n−1 ,p

L−1
n ,

uL−1
n−1 ,u

L
n−1,u

L+1
n−1 ,u

L−1
n

}
.

In addition, data not covered by the CRC at layer L are

denoted by xL
n .

All the bits protected by the CRC are collected in the vector

rLn =
[
kL
n ,p

L
n ,u

L
n ,o

L
n

]
which contains the above defined

fields. Note that the order of the bits in rLn does not correspond

to the order in which data are actually transmitted in the n-th

packet, but we use this notation for mathematical convenience.

The CRC cLn associated to rLn is evaluated as cLn = ℱL
(
rLn

)
,

where ℱL is a generic encoding function.

When there is no ambiguity, the indices n and the exponents

L are omitted in what follows.

The evaluation of c depends on a generator polynomial

g(x) =
∑ℓ(c)

i=0 gix
i characterizing the CRC [2]. A systematic

generator matrix G = [I,Π] can be associated to g(x), taking

into account the reordering of the bits in r. Using G, c may

be obtained iteratively as follows
{

c0 = 0,

cj+1 = ℱ(rj+1) = cj ⊕ (rj+1 ⋅ �(j + 1)) .
(1)

In (1), rj = [r1 . . . rj , 0 . . . 0], ⊕ is the XOR operator, and

�(j) represents the parity vector associated to bit rj , which

corresponds to the j-th line of Π. After ℓ(r) iterations, cℓ(r) =
ℱ (r) = c.

Assume that the data have been transmitted over an AWGN

channel (Gaussian noise of zero mean and variance �2), and

that soft values are forwarded inside the receiver from each

layer to the next one. Noisy data and CRC coming from layer

L− 1 are denoted as y = [yk,yp,yu,yo,yc], which includes

observations (at PHY layer) or estimations (at other layers) of

k, p, u, o, and c.

Since k and p are known or may be exactly predicted from

the already received data, only u remains to be estimated. A

MAP estimator

ûMAP = argmax
u

P (u∣k,p, R,yu,yo,yc), (2)

is thus developed, taking into account the observations y, the

knowledge of k, p, and R, as well as the CRC properties.

After some derivations, one obtains

ûMAP = argmax
u

P (u,yu,yo,yc∣k,p, R). (3)

Given that the channel is memoryless and assuming that o is

independent of R, one gets

P (u,o,yu,yo,yc∣k,p, R) = P (u∣k,p, R)

P (yu∣u)P (o,yo,yc∣k,p,u). (4)

For the sake of generality, assume that u does not necessarily

take all the 2ℓ(u) values, and that a study of the protocol allows

to define Ωu = Ωu(k,p, R), the set of possible values of u.
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Further assume that these values are equally likely. Thus one

may write

P (u∣k,p, R) = P (u∣Ωu) = 1/∣Ωu∣, (5)

where ∣Ωu∣ denotes the cardinal number of Ωu.

Marginalizing (4) over the 2ℓ(o) combinations of o, one

obtains

P (u,yu,yo,yc∣k,p, R) = P (u∣Ωu)P (yu∣u)∑

o

P (o,yo,yc∣k,p,u), (6)

where
∑
o

P (o,yo,yc∣k,p,u) obviously involves the proper-

ties of the CRC. Finally, substituting (6) in (3), the MAP

estimator is expressed as

ûMAP = arg max
u∈Ωu

P (yu∣u)Ψ(k,p,u,yo,yc), (7)

with Ψ(k,p,u,yo,yc) =
∑
o

P (o,yo,yc∣k,p,u).

Being very general, the above equations encompass many

different situations. For the sake of clarity, the following

section details the evaluation of ûMAP in several practical

situations.

IV. PRACTICAL EVALUATION OF THE MAP ESTIMATOR

A. The set o is empty

There are many circumstances in which all the bits covered

by the CRC belong only to the sets k, p, or u. In these cases,

there is no o and (3) simplifies to

ûMAP = arg max
u∈Ωu

P (yu∣u)P (yc∣ℱ([k,p,u])) , (8)

where ℱ([k,p,u]) is directly evaluated by (1). Hence, an

elementary CRC computation replaces the sum over all the

possible values of o and the computational complexity is

heavily reduced.

B. The set o is not empty

When o is present, we assume that the bits of o are i.i.d. and

do not depend on the other parameters. This is a reasonable

approximation since these bits usually depend on the whole

corresponding block in the upper layer. The sum in (6) then

becomes

Ψ(k,p,u,yo,yc) =
∑

o

P (o)P (yo∣o)P (yc∣ℱ([k,p,u,o])) .

(9)

Evaluating (9) requires the computation of the sum of

probabilities related to the 2ℓ(o) combinations of o and to

their corresponding CRCs. A direct evaluation has obviously

a complexity exponential in ℓ(o). This section proposes two

methods with reduced complexity: the first one is an exact

computation while the second one provides an approximate

solution.

C. Exact sum computation

The CRC can be evaluated iteratively over the data r, as

shown by (1). More precisely, the value of the CRC associated

to the j+1 first bits of r (shortly, at time j+1) only depends

on the value of the CRC at time j and on the j+1-st bit of r.

Each value of the CRC at time j leads to two different values

of the CRC at time j + 1. Consequently, the evolution of the

CRC values according to the bits of r can be described by

a trellis. In this trellis, states correspond to the 2ℓ(c) possible

values of the CRC. Transitions are determined by the bits of

r. At each time j = 1 . . . ℓ(r), we study the contribution of rj
(the j-th bit of r) over the global CRC.

In our case, r = [k,p,u,o]. Data contained in k and p are

assumed to be known, thus have a fixed contribution to the

estimate of u. Consequently, for a given value of u ∈ Ωu, we

want to determine its probability according to the observations

y and to the CRC properties (depending on the bits belonging

to o). Each value of u, in conjunction with k and p defines

the initial state in the trellis (there is no contribution from o).

Each new bit in o may provide two new possible states, thus

defining a trellis. For any value of o, one gets a path starting

from the same state associated to ℱ([k,p,u,0]) and ending

in the state associated to ℱ([k,p,u,o]).

This problem is clearly similar to computing the APPs of

the inputs (here parts of inputs) from the measured outputs

of block codes. Therefore, our method has many similarities

with [24] which deals with soft decoding of block codes. In

his paper, Wolf proposes a method based on a trellis, built

from the parity check matrix, for the decoding of linear block

codes. In our work, the computation is different since the code

is divided in three parts: a known portion (vectors k and p), a

candidate value (u), and an unknown part (o and c). We want

to find the best combination of u by taking into account the

redundancy of the code (given by c). The trellis is thus applied

to the portions o and c for given k, p, and u. Additionally,

the technique does not estimate o and c, but evaluates the

probability associated to the 2ℓ(o) combinations of [o, c].

In the following, we propose a solution based on a backward

construction of the trellis to directly evaluate (9) for all the

values of u ∈ Ωu. For that purpose, assume that ōj represents

the ℓ(o)−j last bits of o (ōj = [oj+1 . . . oℓ(o)]) and that y
j
ō =

[yoj+1
. . . yoℓ(o)

] corresponds to their respective observations.

Moreover, let Vsi(j) be the probability associated to state i at

time j in the trellis. Vsi(j) represents the sum of probabilities

associated to each combination of ōj and its corresponding

CRC when starting from si at time j such as

Vsi(j) =
∑

ōj

P (ōj)P (yj
ō∣ō

j)P
(
yc∣si ⊕ℱ([0, ōj ])

)
, (10)

for i = 0, 1 . . . 2ℓ(c) − 1.

Applying (10) to state i at time j − 1 results in

Vsi(j − 1) =
∑

ōj−1

P (ōj−1)P (yj−1
ō ∣ōj−1)

P
(
yc∣si ⊕ℱ([0, ōj−1])

)
(11)
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which leads to

Vsi(j − 1) = P (oj = 0)P (yoj ∣oj = 0)
∑

ōj

P (ōj)P (yj
ō∣ō

j)P
(
yc∣si ⊕ℱ([0, ōj ])

)

+P (oj = 1)P (yoj ∣oj = 1)
∑

ōj

P (ōj)P (yj
ō∣ō

j)P
(
yc∣sq ⊕ℱ([0, ōj ])

)

= P (oj = 0)P (yoj ∣oj = 0)Vsi(j)

+P (oj = 1)P (yoj ∣oj = 1)Vsq (j), (12)

where sq = si ⊕ �(j). (12) above is the key for computing

Vsi(j) through a backward iteration over the bits of o.

After ℓ(o) iterations, Vsi(0) may be expressed as

Vsi(0) =
∑

o

P (o)P (yo∣o)P (yc∣si ⊕ℱ([0,o])) , (13)

for i = 0, 1 . . . 2ℓ(c)−1. This method allows to simultaneously

compute (9) for all values of u ∈ Ωu. It is no more necessary

to construct a new trellis for each value of u. For a given u,

the corresponding probability is given by

Vℱ([k,p,u,0])(0) =
∑
o

P (o)P (yo∣o)

P (yc∣ℱ([k,p,u,0])⊕ℱ([0,o]))
= Ψ(k,p,u,yo,yc).

The steps for evaluating (9) backwards are summarized

below. The trellis is constructed by starting from j = ℓ(o)
and going backwards to j = 0.

Step 1 - At time j = ℓ(o), Vsi(ℓ(o)) = P (yc∣si) for i =
0, 1 . . . 2ℓ(c) − 1.

Step 2 - For j = ℓ(o)−1 . . . 1, 0, Vsi(j) is updated according

to (12) as

Vsi(j) = P (oj+1 = 0)P (yoj+1 ∣oj+1 = 0)Vsi(j + 1)

+P (oj+1 = 1)P (yoj+1 ∣oj+1 = 1)Vsq (j + 1),

where i = 0, 1 . . . 2ℓ(c) − 1 and sq = si ⊕ �(j + 1).
Step 3 - After ℓ(o) iterations, for any value u ∈ Ωu,

Ψ(k,p,u,yo,yc) = Vℱ([k,p,u,0])(0).
With this method, we can directly evaluate (9) for each

state i such that si = ℱ([k,p,u,0]) with u ∈ Ωu. The global

complexity of the process is thus O
(
ℓ(o)2ℓ(c)

)
. Example 1

illustrates the trellis constructed for a backward evaluation of

Ψ(k,p,u,yo,yc).
Example 1: The trellis obtained for a systematic binary

Hamming(7, 4) code with

Π =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
1 1 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

is represented in Fig. 3. In this example, we assume that

ℓ([k,p,u]) = 1 bit and ℓ(o) = 3 bits. The sum in (9)
is then simultaneously computed for the two possible initial

states ℱ([k,p,u,0]) = [0, 0, 0] and ℱ([k,p,u,0]) = [1, 1, 0]
obtained when [k,p,u] = [0] and [k,p,u] = [1] respectively.

♦

s0 = [0, 0, 0]

s1 = [0, 0, 1]

s2 = [0, 1, 0]

s3 = [0, 1, 1]

s4 = [1, 0, 0]

s5 = [1, 0, 1]

s6 = [1, 1, 0]

s7 = [1, 1, 1]

1 2 3

Transition related to oj = 0

Transition related to oj = 1

Fig. 3. Trellis obtained with the backward construction

D. Approximate sum computation

Most CRCs are larger than 16 bits and the complexity

O
(
ℓ(o)2ℓ(c)

)
is too large to allow a real-time implementation

of the method presented in Section IV-C. An approximate

computation consists in splitting the CRC into Mb blocks

of ℓ(c)/Mb bits, each block being assumed statistically in-

dependent from the others. Thus, yc may be written as yc =
[yc1 ,yc2 . . .ycMb

]. Using the independence approximation, the

sum in (9) becomes

Ψ(k,p,u,yo,yc) ≈
Mb∏

m=1

Ψm(k,p,u,yo,ycm), (14)

with

Ψm(k,p,u,yo,ycm) =
∑

o

P (o)P (yo∣o)

P (ycm ∣ℱm([k,p,u,o])) ,(15)

where ℱm is the encoding function associated to the columns

(m− 1) ⋅ ℓ(c)
Mb

+1 to m ⋅ ℓ(c)
Mb

of Π, corresponding to a partial

CRC of ℓ(c)/Mb bits.

The evaluation of (15) is similar to that of Ψ described in

Section IV-C. The only difference lies in the size of the trellis:

2ℓ(c)/Mb states have to be considered at any depth (instead of

2ℓ(c) states without splitting the CRC). The total complexity

for evaluating (14) is now O
(
Mbℓ(o)2

ℓ(c)/Mb
)
, at the cost of

a slightly suboptimal performance.

V. APPLICATION TO 802.11 STANDARD

In this paper, we focus on the downlink multimedia trans-

mission over the 802.11 radio interface [18]. First, the format

of packets at PHY and MAC layers are briefly recalled in

Sections V-A and V-B. Intra-layer and inter-layer redundancy

are then described in Section V-C. The resulting processing

details for the enhanced permeable layer mechanism are finally

proposed in Sections V-D, V-E, and V-F.
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A. DSSS PHY layer description

At PHY layer, the 802.11 standard provides 1 or 2 Mbps

transmission rate in the 2.4 GHz band using either Frequency

Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) or Direct Sequence Spread

Spectrum (DSSS). In DSSS, an 11-chip Barker code sequence

is used for spreading the 1 Mbps bitstream. The coded flow

thus represents an 11 MHz baseband signal. A DBPSK or

DQPSK modulation is applied depending on the required

bitrate.

The DSSS PHY packet format is illustrated in Fig. 4. The

preamble and the header are transmitted by using the 1 Mbps

DBPSK modulation while the payload is modulated either in

1 Mbps DBPSK or 2 Mbps DQPSK. In such PHY packets,

the SYNC and SFD fields consist of 144 known bits, which are

not protected by the CRC. These fields are used to estimate

the variance of the channel noise (see Section V-F).

bits

Preamble
144 bits

H-PHY
48 bits

Payload (4 to 8191 bytes)

SYNC SFD Signal Service Length CRC

128 16 8 8 16 16

constant field unknown field

Fig. 4. PHY packet format in 802.11 standard

The CCITT CRC-16 cPHY of 2 bytes protects the Signal,

Service, and Length fields; its associated encoding function is

denoted by ℱPHY. The payload, assumed to contain only one

MAC packet, is not protected at this layer. Service is reserved

for future recommendation. It is set to 0016, and included in

kPHY, according to the notations of Section III. Signal indicates

the payload modulation and is equal to 0A16 or 1416 for 1 or

2 Mbps bitrate respectively. Length indicates on 2 bytes the

number of microseconds required to transmit the payload. It

depends on both the bitrate and the payload size. It ranges

from 16 to 216−1. Signal and Length form thus uPHY. At this

layer, pPHY = oPHY = ∅ and xPHY contains the ℓ(xPHY) bits

of payload.

B. MAC layer description

The MAC packet format is depicted in Fig. 5. In this packet,

the CRC cMAC of 4 bytes protects both the header fields and

the payload; its encoding function is ℱMAC.

Not 
Used

H-MAC
30 bytes

Payload (0 to 2312 bytes)
CRC

4 bytes

Frame 
Control

Duration
Receiver 
Address

AP 
Address

Router 
Address

Sequence 
Control

2 2 6 6 6 2 6bytes

Protocol 
Version

Type Subtype
To 
DS

From 
DS

More 
Frag

Retry
Power 

Mgt
More 
Data

WEP Order

bits 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

constant field predictable field unknown field unimportant field
of the MAC layer

Fig. 5. MAC packet format in 802.11 standard

Considering a non-encrypted downlink transmission of or-

dered MAC data packets with deactivated retransmission and

power-save mode, the 2-byte Frame Control field except the

More Frag flag are assumed to be known. The 6-byte Receiver

Address field contains the MAC address of the receiver and is

thus known. The last field of the MAC header is reserved for

local wireless networks and is composed of 6 bytes of zeros in

this study. Using the notations of Section III, all the previously

mentioned fields may thus be embedded in kMAC.

The 6-byte AP Address field contains the MAC address

of the access point AP. This address is transmitted during

the medium reservation procedure (RTS-CTS) and may be

totally deduced by the receiver. The 6-byte Router Address

field corresponds to the MAC address of the router. Assuming

that the AP is connected to a single router and that the

router address has been already received in other information

packets, Router Address may also be predicted by the receiver.

The 2-byte Sequence Control field contains two parameters:

a sequence number and a fragment number. The sequence

number represents the value of the current IP packet counter.

The fragment number indicates the value of the current MAC

data packet counter. In this study, packets are transmitted

in order and these parameters can be easily determined: the

sequence number is incremented by one for each RTS-CTS

and the fragment number is incremented by one for each

received MAC data packet. Sequence Control can be estimated

by the receiver. All these predictable fields are represented by

pMAC.

The More Frag flag specifies if the current MAC data packet

is the last fragment composing an IP packet. The 2 bytes

of Duration indicate the number of microseconds required to

transmit the next MAC fragment and some control packets. Its

value depends on the current modulation and the size of the

coming MAC data packet. These two fields are embedded in

uMAC. Finally, the payload contains the data to be transmitted

and its size is between 0 and 2312 bytes. It is represented by

oMAC.

C. Identifying intra-layer and inter-layer correlations

To evidence these correlations, the transactions at MAC

layer have to be described.

In the 802.11 standard, transmission of each IP packet

is initialized by a medium reservation procedure at MAC

layer consisting of an RTS-CTS exchange. MAC fragments

composing the IP packet are then transmitted to the receiver,

which acknowledges them (ACK). In this work, control pack-

ets such as RTS, CTS, and ACK are assumed to be correctly

received. This assumption is reasonable since these packets

are small and DBPSK-modulated. Only errors in data packets

(or fragments) will be considered. A Short Inter-Frame Space

(SIFS) of 10 �s separates two packets successively transmitted

over the channel. A Duration field is included in each packet

and its value indicates the number of microseconds required

to transmit the next fragment and some specific packets (CTS

and ACK). Duration allows to adjust the Network Allocation

Vector (NAV) for the other terminals. The other stations cannot

communicate during the NAV period to avoid interferences.

Assume that DMAC
n and BPHY

n represent the value of Dura-

tion and the transmission bitrate (coded in Signal) associated
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to the n-th packet transmitted by the AP (either RTS or data

packets). Following the MAC layer specifications of 802.11
standard, DMAC

n is defined as

DMAC
n = 3TSIFS + 3TOVH + 2ℓC-A/B

PHY
n + ℓ(xPHY

n+1)/B
PHY
n ,

(16)

except for the last fragment of an IP packet, i.e., when the

value of More Frag MMAC
n = 0. In this case, one has

DMAC
n = TSIFS + TOVH + ℓC-A/B

PHY
n . (17)

In (16) and (17), TSIFS denotes the duration of a SIFS and

TOVH represents the duration for transmitting at 1 Mbps the

PHY overhead (composed of the preamble and the header

of constant size). The other terms depend on the current

bitrate BPHY
n . CTS and ACK have the same constant size

ℓC-A and ℓC-A/B
PHY
n thus corresponds to the duration for

sending one of these packets. Finally, ℓ(xPHY
n+1)/B

PHY
n refers

to the transmission duration of the next PHY payload of

ℓ(xPHY
n+1) bits.

D. PHY header recovery

For the n-th packet at PHY layer, the observations asso-

ciated to kPHY
n , uPHY

n , and cPHY
n defined in Section V-A are

collected in yPHY
n = [yPHY

k,n ,yPHY
u,n ,yPHY

c,n ]. In addition, yPHY
x,n

denotes the observations associated to the ℓ(xPHY
n ) bits of the

payload xPHY
n , which is not protected by the CRC.

The number of possible values taken by uPHY is significantly

reduced when exploiting the Duration field contained in the

previously received MAC packet (either an RTS or a data

packet). Using BPHY
n−1 and DMAC

n−1 , one may deduce ℓ(xPHY
n )

from (16) as

ℓ(xPHY
n ) =

(
DMAC

n−1 − 3TSIFS − 3TOVH − 2ℓC-A/B
PHY
n−1

)
BPHY

n−1.

(18)

Then, the duration LPHY
n coded in the Length field of the

current PHY packet is computed as

LPHY
n = ℓ(xPHY

n )/BPHY
n . (19)

In (18), ℓ(xPHY
n ) is totally determined assuming correct esti-

mation of the header of the previous packet. Then, according

to (19), LPHY
n may only take two values depending on BPHY

n ,

which are stored in ΩPHY
u,n . Integrating these properties in (8),

one obtains

ûPHY
n = arg max

uPHY
n ∈ΩPHY

u,n

P (yPHY
u,n ∣uPHY

n )P (yPHY
c,n ∣cPHY

n ), (20)

with cPHY
n = ℱPHY([kPHY

n ,uPHY
n ]).

E. MAC header recovery

The PHY layer provides

yMAC
n = yPHY

x,n = [yMAC
k,n ,yMAC

p,n ,yMAC
u,n ,yMAC

o,n ,yMAC
c,n ]

at the input of MAC layer 1. It contains the observations

associated to kMAC
n , pMAC

n , uMAC
n , oMAC

n , and cMAC
n specified

in Section V-B.

1When encryption is activated, the WEP flag in the MAC header is set
to 1. In addition, y

MAC
o,n

and y
MAC
c,n

are the observations of the encrypted
bits (plainstream XORed with a pseudo-random keystream). Decryption may
easily be performed at receiver side by inverting some LLRs in y

MAC
o,n

and

y
MAC
c,n

according to the known keystream.

The number of possible combinations for uMAC
n may be

significantly reduced when exploiting (16) and (17). Note that

DMAC
n is fully determined when MMAC

n = 0. When MMAC
n =

1, the value of Duration depends on the next PHY payload

size. The number of combinations is associated to the range of

MAC payload size. Considering that the payload contains an

entire number of bytes, the possible values of ℓ(xPHY
n+1) in (16)

are given by

ℓ(xPHY
n+1) = ℓHDR + 8i, (21)

where i = 1, 2 . . . 2312. In (21), ℓHDR specifies the known

size of the header in a MAC data packet. Then, using (16),
(17), and (21), one may show that uMAC

n is limited to 2313
combinations which are inserted in ΩMAC

u,n . Combining these

properties in (7), one obtains

ûMAC
n = arg max

uMAC
n ∈ΩMAC

u,n

P (yMAC
u,n ∣uMAC

n )

Ψ(kMAC
n ,pMAC

n ,uMAC
n ,yMAC

o,n ,yMAC
c,n ), (22)

where the second term can be computed with methods pre-

sented in Sections IV-C and IV-D.

F. Global scheme

Fig. 6 illustrates the improved permeable layer mechanism

applied to the PHY and MAC layers at the receiver, empha-

sizing on the exchange of information between layers and

between consecutive packets, as presented in Sections V-D and

V-E. At PHY layer, for the n-th packet, the header recovery

block first exploits the knowledge of the fields Duration and

Signal (decoded in the n − 1-st PHY and MAC packets) to

construct a reduced set of combination ΩPHY
u associated to the

unknown part uPHY
n . The PHY header is then estimated by

taking into account the observations of the PHY header along

with the properties of the CRC. The recovered header is then

be used as reference to decode the header of the next PHY

packet. At MAC layer, the header recovery block combines the

soft information transmitted by the PHY layer, the knowledge

of the decoded field Signal, together with the CRC of the MAC

layer to find an estimate of the MAC header. The estimated

field Duration is exploited at the PHY layer to decode the

header of the n+ 1-st PHY packet.

In addition, we consider that yPHY
s,n represents the obser-

vation vector of the known preamble sPHY. As explained in

Section V-A, the receiver synchronization is performed with

sPHY. We simultaneously estimate �2 from sPHY and yPHY
s,n .

This measure is essential for working with soft information,

as it allows the evaluation of all the likelihoods. The estimator

�̂2 is given by

�̂2 = ∥yPHY
s,n − sPHY∥2/ℓ(sPHY). (23)

Computational complexity is minimized by deactivating the

robust header recovery processing when the normal CRC

check is successful. It should also be deactivated when the

quality of the soft information provided by the lower layer

is too poor, i.e., when the signal power is lower than a pre-

defined threshold. In such a case, the packet is retransmitted.
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The improved permeable scheme for 802.11 PHY and MAC

layers has been implemented (see Fig. 6). A transmission

device consisting of a transmitter (AP), an AWGN channel,

and a receiver has been simulated using a C program. The AP

generates PHY and MAC packets following the format defined

in Section V. The MAC payloads consist of a variable amount

of randomly generated bytes. The transmitter modulates data in

DBPSK for all the simulations. The channel coding relative to

the 802.11 DSSS standard is deactivated in these simulations.

Spreading the data stream by using an 11-chip Barker code

sequence would only shift the obtained curves towards lower

SNRs, but relative gains are preserved.

Synchronization
+ Noise Power
Estimation

Signaln - 1

Packet 1n - Packet n Packet n + 1

Durationn - 1

MAC Layer

PHY Layer

MAC Header Recovery

PHY Header Recovery

Received Soft Information

Preamble
PHY

n Payload
PHY

n

Header
MAC

n Payload
MAC

n CRC
MAC

n

Signaln

Durationn

Header
PHY

n

¾
2̂

¾
2̂

Fig. 6. Proposed scheme for PHY and MAC layers

Three types of header recovery methods are considered

at each layer of the receiver. The standard decoder per-

forms hard decisions on the data at the channel output. The

robust decoder exploits only the intra-layer and inter-layer

redundancy through a soft decoding algorithm, neglecting the

information provided by the CRC. Finally, the CRC-robust

decoder combines the intra-layer and inter-layer redundancy

together with the information provided by the CRC through

the soft decoding algorithm presented in Sections V-D and

V-E. Performance analysis is done in terms of Header Error

Rate (HER) versus SNR.

In Fig. 7, the standard, robust, and CRC-robust (see Sec-

tion V-D) PHY decoders are compared under the assumption

that the Duration field of the previous MAC packet has been

correctly received. Obviously, robust decoders outperform the

standard one. An HER of less than 10−5 is obtained with the

robust decoder for an SNR of 4 dB and with the CRC-robust

decoder for an SNR of 2 dB. With the standard decoder, an

SNR of at least 15 dB is required to get a comparable HER.

At PHY layer, considerable coding gains for a relatively low

additional complexity are thus observed, since (8) is used to

perform the decoding.

Fig. 8 compares the coding gains obtained by the standard,

robust, and CRC-robust (see Section V-E) MAC decoders.
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Fig. 7. Header Error Rate (HER) vs. SNR for the standard, robust, and
CRC-robust decoders used at the 802.11 PHY layer.
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(payload of 50 and 100 bytes)
MAC robust decoder
(payload of 50 and 100 bytes)
MAC CRC−robust decoder
(payload of 50 bytes)
MAC CRC−robust decoder
(payload of 100 bytes)

Fig. 8. Header Error Rate (HER) vs. SNR for the standard, robust, and
CRC-robust decoders used at the 802.11 MAC layer. Two payload sizes (50
and 100 bytes) have been considered.

Here, the Bitrate field of the current PHY packet is as-

sumed to be correctly decoded. Two payload sizes (50 and

100 bytes) have been considered. Moreover, the suboptimal

method presented in Section IV-D has been used, dividing

the CRC in four blocks of 1 byte each. The shape of the

curves is very similar to the results obtained at PHY layer, but

with significantly smaller gains. Gains due to the MAC CRC

information improve with increasing SNR. With payloads of

100 bytes, HER lower than 10−5 are achieved for SNRs of

11 dB, 14 dB, and 15 dB when using CRC-robust, robust, and

standard decoders respectively.

Note that the above numbers were obtained under some

assumptions (correctly received Duration field of the previous

MAC packet or Bitrate field of the current PHY packet), which

allows to study the header recovery mechanism independently

at each layer. Our motivation here is to show the large potential

interest of such a method.

The MAC processing is more complex than the one done

at PHY layer due to the marginalization operation required

in (9). The larger the payload, the more complex the decoding

process. To reduce the complexity and improve the MAC

header recovery performance, the principle of UDP-Lite has

been applied at the MAC layer, resulting in a permeable MAC
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Fig. 9. Header Error Rate (HER) vs. SNR for the standard, robust, and
CRC-robust decoders of the MAC-Lite layer.

layer (called MAC-Lite) where the CRC protects the MAC

header field only, see [25]. In this case, oMAC-L
n = ∅ and (22)

becomes

ûMAC-L
n = arg max

uMAC-L
n ∈ΩMAC-L

u,n

P (yMAC-L
u,n ∣uMAC-L

n )P (yMAC-L
c,n ∣cMAC-L

n ),

(24)

where cMAC-L
n = ℱMAC-L([kMAC-L

n ,pMAC-L
n ,uMAC-L

n ]).
Standard, robust, and CRC-robust MAC-Lite decoders are

depicted in Fig. 9. Comparison with Fig. 8 does not show

any difference between MAC and MAC-Lite situations for

the standard and robust decoders. This is normal, since the

information provided by the CRC is not used by these de-

coders. However, Fig. 9 demonstrates that the CRC-robust

decoder is now significantly more efficient for decoding MAC-

lite headers than for decoding classical MAC headers. HER is

lower than 10−5 for SNRs larger than 3 dB when exploiting

the CRC redundancy whereas the two other methods need

at least 14 dB. Additionally, the CRC-robust decoder is

significantly less complex when processing MAC-Lite headers

instead of classical MAC headers, since (24) does not require

any marginalization.

Consequently, the combination of the proposed permeable

PHY and MAC-Lite layer mechanisms recovers eventually

all the PHY and MAC headers from 3 dB SNR onwards.

The combination of the proposed permeable PHY and MAC

layers reaches this result when the SNR is about 11 dB for an

increased complexity. This result demonstrates the potential of

replacing the classical MAC layer by the proposed MAC-Lite

layer.

VII. CONCLUSION

A robust header estimation technique has been proposed

and has been applied to PHY and MAC layers of WiFi.

The main tool of this mechanism consists of a MAP header

estimator exploiting jointly the structural properties of the

protocol stack along with the CRC redundancy through a soft

decoding algorithm. This technique may readily be applied to

other layers for various transmission protocols. The estimation

technique allows an enhanced permeable layer mechanism

(compared, e.g., to UDP-lite) to be defined. This mechanism

is particularly well-suited when combined with joint source-

channel decoding techniques at Application layer. Simulations

with PHY and MAC layers of WiFi illustrate the significant

performance gains achieved with the proposed decoding tech-

nique. As a result, such techniques allow the headers to be

much more robust to channel impairments than the payload,

thus avoiding the necessity of packet retransmission in most

cases. Adaptation of the proposed technique to IP, UDP-Lite,

and RTP layers will be studied in a future work. For these

three remaining layers, the CRC is replaced by a checksum.

Additionally, at these upper layers, ROHC is an alternative to

which the proposed technique has to be compared. One may

also try to perform a soft ROHC decoding, thus combining

the advantages of a smaller header provided by ROHC and

of an increased resilience to errors obtained by the proposed

solution.
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